
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Company Profile:  
 
A customs brokerage and logistics company that is focused on excellent customer and client services.   A leader 
in their industry, they leverage technology to provide a tailored solution to their broad range of clients across 
North America. 
 
Situation #1: 
 
The company has been growing at a double-digit rate for the past 5 years.  Technology investments had been 
focused on applications development.   The time had come to move their infrastructure forward to a more 
scalable design.   A combination of cloud and on-premise solutions were involving – how to best utilize each of 
these infrastructure modalities was top of mind.  
 
Solution: 
 
fracCIO was engaged to work with the IT team in developing a 5-year plan for technology across the company.   
New telephony systems, the introduction of Office 365, major WAN investments for redundancy (including 
MPLS across North America).   A roadmap of changes and investments was created.   The vendor and solution 
selection process were reviewed and refined, with a scorecard process being instituted.   The resulting plan was 
prepared and presented to the senior leaders of the company.    
 
Impact: 
 
With a detailed roadmap including cost estimates over time (both one-time investments and recurring fees) was 
presented to the company executive team.   The plan was unanimously accepted. 

- Network design and rebuild started immediately 
- Agreements for Microsoft 365 (Azure, O365, licencing, etc.) were reviewed and negotiated 
- Hardware purchases were scheduled over the life of the plan 
- Movement on multiple projects commenced 

 
fracCIO has been retained to assist in the execution and/or completion of several of the ensuing projects to 
implement the 5 year plan  
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Situation #2: 
 
The 5-year plan is in place and coordination of project completion with the demands of day to day operations were 
putting a strain on IT resources.   Timlines were sliding and important implementations were either not occurring 
or occurring later than anticipated.   The benefits of many of the investments detailed in the 5-year plan were not 
being realized as quickly as the senior leadership team wanted. 
 
Solution: 
 
fracCIO was engaged to provide 2 important services.   First was evaluating the project list, prioritizing that list 
and putting detailed execution plans in place.   Second, was overall project portfolio management – keep the entire 
plan moving forward. 
 
Impact: 
 
Prioritization 

- meetings with the business leaders and IT team members were held 
- project scopes were refined and project order and priority were changed 
- outsourcing options were evaluated and put in place were appropriate 
- staff resource allocations were modified to achieve improved efficiency for project completion 

Project Management 
- achievable project milestones were created and shared with the team 
- frequent checkpoint meetings to ensure project velocity were held 
- careful tracking of tasks and due dates within a project management platform 
- celebrating the successes achieved as milestones were reached 
- focused vendor management, ensuring all vendors involved were delivering as promised 

 
 
Project completion rate has increased significantly.   
Staff morale has improved significantly – they feel the momentum of success! 
Technology investments are being more fully utilized – optimizing the money already spent or committed to 
projects and vendor solutions. 
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